TRAIL DESCRIPTIONS & LENGTHS

1. **Eliot Mountain Trail** slowly climbs 350 feet to the top of Eliot Mountain. LENGTH: 1.0 MILE

2. **Asticou Ridge Trail** extends northward from the summit of Eliot Mountain. It eventually exits the Preserve, enters Acadia National Park, and connects with the Asticou and Jordan Stream Path. LENGTH: 0.8 MILES

3. **Charles Savage Trail** climbs up and over Eliot Mountain while passing through fields of granite bedrock. LENGTH: 0.9 MILES

4. **Map House Trail** extends north from Thuya Garden to the Map House. Part of the trail, and the Map House itself, are on private property over which the Preserve has trail access rights. The Map House Trail intersects with Asticou Hill Trail (a private road that can be used by hikers to reach the Asticou Azalea Garden) and the Asticou and Jordan Stream Path in Acadia National Park. LENGTH: 0.9 MILES

5. **Asticou Stream Trail** meanders down to the ocean. Walk in spring to see flowering herbs and shrubs. LENGTH: 0.3 MILES

6. **Harbor Brook Trail** parallels Little Harbor Brook and traverses a quiet, wooded section of the Preserve that is less traveled. LENGTH: 1.6 MILES

7. **The Richard Trail** connects Thuya Garden with Little Long Pond. This trail includes some steep ascents and two scenic sections of stone staircases. Mossy cliffs are dazzling when wet. LENGTH: 1.3 MILES

8. **Jordan Stream Path** is a historic path that links Jordan Pond with Little Long Pond. LENGTH: 0.5 MILES

9. **David & Neva Trail** traverses woodlands and the west meadow and passes alongside the pond and wetlands. The trail was first blazed by David Rockefeller 75 years ago and revived by his daughter, Neva, 50 years ago. LENGTH: 1.0 MILES

10. **Friends Trail** connects the upper parking lot to Bracy Cove. Please stay between the markers on the ledge to protect the beautiful plants, mosses and lichens of this rocky habitat. LENGTH: 0.4 MILES